AUTOMATED DECONVOLUTION OF COMPLEX TWO-DIMENSIONAL MASS-MOBILITY SPECTRA OF MULTIPLY CHARGED
GLOBULAR IONS INTO THEIR ASSOCIATED MASS-CHARGE DISTRIBUTIONS
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• The method has been used successfully to infer ion solvation energies of Ionic Liquid
(IL) ions from volatile organic solvents and to determine mass distributions of polymers
in solution.

• Below is a typical Ionic Liquid 2D Mass-Mobility spectrum with over 2·106 data
points (color-coded intensity). Ions (IL nanodrops) are liquid and thus highly
spherical. Each distinctive “band” appearing in the spectrum corresponds to a given
charge state z. Each of the “segments” in a band is a different ion of that charge.

• The resulting abundance distribution can then be represented in any of the three
discrete and easy to interpret forms I(n,z), I(m,z) or I(R,z), where R = (3m/4pr)1/3.
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I(R,z) distribution for EMI-N(CN)2 20mM
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2D Mass-Mobility spectrum for the Ionic Liquid
1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium dicyanamide EMI-N(CN)2
dissolved 20mM in Acetonitrile, Positive Polarity, Gas = N2
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• High resolution IMS-MS spectra of multiply charged ions may contain millions of data
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Matlab®

• The whole “inversion” process has been implemented in a
script that allows
it to be performed automatically except for the assignment of true charge states and
m,z corrections (for which a Matlab® GUI has also been developed to facilitate the
task). Once this is done, a full spectrum with over 106 data points can be inverted into
the corresponding mass(size)-charge distribution within seconds.
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• For spherical ions with bulk density r, Zp and (m/z) are related to the diameter d
and charge state z of the ion by:
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m: gas viscosity l: mean free path
dg: gas effective collision diameter
mg: gas molecular mass e: electron charge
A1, A2, A3: Cunningham correction factors
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1/Kn + 𝐴2 (e−𝐴3 /Kn − 1)
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𝐴1 + 𝐴2

• Eliminating the charge from the expressions above and assuming mg ≪ m:
𝑑 3 · [1 + 𝑓 Kn ] · 𝜌𝑒𝜆 𝐴1 + 𝐴2 − 𝑑 + 𝑑𝑔
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• Our experimental setup (sketch above) consists
in a parallel plate Differential Mobility Analizer
(DMA; SEADM model P4, resolution ~ 50)
operating in closed circuit and coupled at high
transmission to a Quadrupole-TOF Mass
Spectrometer (MDS Sciex model QStarXL, (m/z)
up to 40 kDa).
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• When the charge of IL nanodrops during solvent evaporation (before entering the
DMA) is controlled by ion evaporation, the results of the inversion help us infer the key
parameter governing the process: the Gibbs free energy of solvation of the ions DGsº.
• Ion evaporation from a charged droplet is an activated process modeled as:
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z: nanodrop charge state R: nanodrop radius T: temperature
kB: Boltzmann’s constant h: Planck’s constant e: electron charge
eo: vacuum permittivity F(z): tabulated function
a: curvature effect correction (unknown)

• Ion evaporation occurs when activation energy D(z,R) decreases to a critical value D*
related to rate of solvent evaporation  When R goes down to a critical value:
2
𝑒
𝑅∗ =
4𝜋𝜀𝑜 (Δ𝐺𝑠𝑜 − Δ∗ )

𝑅𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 𝑧 = 𝑅∗ · [𝐹 𝑧 − 1 + 𝛼]

· 9𝜇𝑍𝑝 (𝑚/𝑧) ≈ 0

• This equation for d is solved and a theoretical charge variable zt = rpd3/6(m/z) is
found. The I(Zp,m/z) distribution is then transformed into a I(zt,m/z) distribution:
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RESULTS: POLYMER MASS DISTRIBUTIONS
Right: 2D Mass-Mobility spectrum
from 150 mM solution of Polyethylene
Glycol (PEG 6k) in 50/50(v) H2O/MeOH
doped with 10 mM of Triethyl
Ammonium Formate (TEAF).
Below: I(zt,m/z) distribution after our
deconvolution. Globular polymer ions
can be observed for z=1,2,3,4.
Globular ions originally with z=3 who
lost 1 or 2 TEA+ charger ions between
mass and mobility measurement are
also noticed, as well as additional ions
with z=1,2,3 thought to originate from
stretched polymer ions (see poster
TP665 by C.Larriba et al.) after charge
loss. Remaining species associated to
impurities in sample.
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RESULTS: ION EVAPORATION KINETICS
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METHODS: TANDEM DMA-MS
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• For analytes with discrete mass distributions, one can further exploit this inversion to
automatically obtain discrete ion abundance distributions as a function of ion charge
state and mass (or size), facilitating interpretation of experimental data.

QSTAR XL QTOF-MS (MDS Sciex)
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• When dealing with spherical ions of known density  Existing relations between
mass, mobility, size and charge allow global inversion from Mass-Mobility to MassCharge domain, enabling straightforward assignment of ion charge states.

Thermocouple
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points corresponding to hundreds of ion peaks  Plenty of information in a single
spectrum, but also cumbersome manual analysis.

DMA P4 (SEADM)
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METHODS: AUTOMATED DECONVOLUTION

• A method is proposed to promptly turn complex 2D Mass-Mobility spectra of globular
ions coming from Tandem Differential Mobility Analysis – Mass Spectrometry (DMA-MS)
into their associated Mass(size)-charge distributions.
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Ions with z=3 (left), 2 (middle) and 1 (right)
 Coming from stretched configurations?

• We use our inversion algorithm to assign true charge states to the ions above and
compute I(n,z) distributions (n=number of monomer units) for the polymer ions
(bottom left).
•Summing up all intensities for each n, multiplying times monomer mass and adding
the mass of ending groups (H-OH) yields a mass distribution for the polymer in
solution (bottom right).

• Rcrit(z) = minimum radius a droplet with z charges can have = maximum radius
expected for a droplet with z-1 charges
𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑧 ≈ 𝑅∗ · 𝐹 𝑧 − 1 + 𝛼 , 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑧 ≈ 𝑅∗ · 𝐹 𝑧 + 𝛼



𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑧 ≈ 𝑅∗ · [𝐹 𝑧 − 1/2 + 𝛼]

 Linear regression of Rmean(z) vs. F(z-1/2) should yield a and R*  DGsº-D*  DGsº
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Globular z = 3
after loss of 1(left)
and 2(right) charger ions

Mean molecular weight:
6.6 kDa (n~150)

• Results of linear regression using Rmean(z) inferred from I(R,z) distribution (given by
our inversion) shown below for 2 “small”-molecule ILs dissolved (20mM) in Acetonitrile
in positive/negative polarity  Very high DGsº values compared to larger ILs!
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• The non-volatile analytes (Ionic Liquids –ILs-,
Polymers…) are dissolved in a volatile organic
solvent and electrosprayed at atmospheric
pressure in front of the DMA.
• Charged residues remaining after solvent
evaporation are drawn electrostatically against a
counterflow gas into the DMA, where they are
mobility selected (see left). The resulting
monomobile aerosol beam is then mass-analyzed
without mass-selection or fragmentation.
• Scan in mobility + mass analysis yields a 2D
Mass-Mobility spectrum I(Zp,m/z) of the charged
analyte.

Rmean (nm)

Parallel Plate DMA P4

z = 1 after loss of 1 (right), 2 (middle)
or 3 (left) neutral ion pairs EMI-N(CN)2

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

I(zt,m/z) distribution for EMI-N(CN)2 20mM
in Acetonitrile, Positive Polarity, Gas = N2

• Ions near integer zt values are confirmed to be spherical and assigned a true
(integer) charge state z and a high-precission mass m=z·(m/z). Ions undergoing m/z
transitions between the mobility and mass measurements can be detected and the
pertinent correction to further obtain the true m,z assigned.
• For discrete mass distributions (e.g. ions with general structure [NnE][C+]z), the total
intensity for each ion with z charges can then be obtained by summing up all data
points with that charge over a close vicinity of the mass corresponding to each n for
that z: m(n,z)= n·mN + mE + z·mC.

• The automated inversion algorithm has so far proven very useful in dealing with
globular ion distributions. Future enhancements will be directed to improving
treatment of more complex geometrical configurations and “out of place” ions.
• Currently, the method is being utilized to study the dependence of Mobility on size
and temperature (including gas polarization effects), with promising results.
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